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Very, very late medical diagnosis of ASD This is precisely what I was looking for at just the
proper time. I received my ASD diagnosis even afterwards than the writer of this publication did,
at age 57. I experienced cheated out of life. What I got from the reserve is a couple of
generalization predicated on what I assume is definitely one person's personal anecdotes and
whatever he collected by reading online community posts. I'll now "re-invent" myself, armed
with who I am, what my shortcomings are, confirmation of my strengths, and courage to press
forwards and have fun, now that I've retired from a 30-year career doing what must have been
the impossible. I've confidence now, due to my analysis and confirmation by this publication. All
without understanding I was on the Spectrum!! Watch Out Globe! What I see this is a publication
written by a man with Asperger's who just has a large amount of energy and wanted to get
yourself a few bucks by authoring his experience." After taking several on the web Asperger
tests, I sought out books to learn more, but found hardly any that basically helped me to
navigate this fresh terrain.! Extremely valuable Incredibly valuable book for my fiance, who was
simply just diagnosed at 61. I've left this problem untreated for over 40 years, but this book
encouraged me to go forward. We was diagnosed at 64.! Philip Wylie bears you through, within
an easy, logical way, what to expect of yourself, your loved ones, friends, and co-workers. This is
about me, exactly! In fact, I right now appreciate my differences rather than agonizing over
them. in an easy, logical way At 67, I was relieved to know why I usually "felt different. It
clarifies my past. there isn't enough good information about Baby Boomers who have been
diagnosed late in life. I wish I could write and talk about my own experiences (but I cannot);
however this book can help you become aware you are not alone. It had been good to finally
find a book that addressed those of us who made it completely to mid-life or later before
finding out WHY we are just how we are. We bought this to learn about my husband's suspected
Aspergers. It's compiled by a man who discovered his personal Aspergers late in existence. For
me, it was rather dry. Nevertheless, my husband took it to work and provides been reading it
while his reviews are running. He appears to be relating to it and figuring out his past through a
few of the scenarios. And he got a few others on the telephone. It was good to finally look for a .
Too poor we do not have decent psychologists in america trained in adult medical diagnosis of
Aspergers. That is about me, exactly! I am one of the people whose existence this book changed.
After being identified as having ASD, this is actually the first reserve that provided true answers,
explanations, and knowledge of not only how to deal with my own mind, but how exactly to
communicate better with others Good Publication to start journey I just got identified as having
Aspergers at the age of 32, and this publication really helped to come quickly to conditions with
my condition and be an excellent starting ground in assisting me never to feel so by itself in this.
I am grateful I examine it and appearance forward to meeting myself.. And he decided to make
something that could be published. I also felt I deserved an Academy Award for the long-term
performance I have put in, just to fit in to the world designed by Neurotypicals. And there are a
few paragraphs of quotations from actual autism professionals, some of which are pretty self-
explanatory, and some which the context is just a little ambiguous and clearly different then the
context in that part of the reserve.. And I recognize the DSM 5 has done apart with that, but a
reserve which has Asperger's in the title really should spend a few words explaining itself for
the reason that respect.! He got some of his therapists to read it (probably) and compose a
paragraph for the foreword. I'd recommend it. I was really longing for more well-planned ideas.
Three Stars Personal and anecdotal. It didn't help me. Great read very informative This is an
extremely helpful book for anybody who suspect they know someone or might themselves be
on the spectrum. a Godsend. I've left . Additionally, there is no distinction drawn between



Asperger's and autism.. Want I got known all this earlier in existence, but even so, this book has
made me feel much more capable of determining my very own destiny, without feeling
handicapped in any way. He said it had been validating of all he is experiencing. Interesting with
a repetitive motif. Interesting first person perspective conveyed. I was very much hoping to
really like this book, but for my design of reading there was rather a bit much repetition and
repetition and additional repetition of prior articles. Overall all an helpful read with components
that definitely hit home. Lots of good information. Very helpful While it was simply confirming
what I've suspected for some time, it was a comfort to finally have a analysis. I actually was
expecting more.. Plenty of good information. Good read for somebody who discovers or
suspects they could have Aspergers past due in life. Five Stars Great product and service
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